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Marble is one of the most popular natural stone materials used in interior design. It is both beautiful and
durable, making it an ideal fit for any home. While you will need to keep up on maintenance, having marble
in the home can be well worth it. The stone can easily become the focal point of any room it is installed in. 

One of marble’s positive qualities is the stone’s heat resistance. Because of these properties, marble is the
perfect choice for stone fireplaces. Whether it is a marble fireplace mantel or an entire marble fireplace
surround, the natural stone will look incredible and be able to withstand the heat. 

Which Types of Marble Are Best for Marble Fireplaces? 

There are so many types of marble that you can find for your home. From light to dark, slight veining to
strong veins, there is an ideal type of marble fireplace for you. The following is an analysis of your best
options for marble fireplace surrounds, mantels and more. 

Crema Marfil Marble 

If you are looking for a classic fireplace feel, Crema Marfil marble is an ideal choice. The stone is light
beige in color and pairs particularly well with contrasting darker elements in a room. 

Dynasty Brown Marble 

Dynasty Brown marble is an ideal choice for a marble mantel or fireplace surround. The rich brown color of
the stone is very pleasing to the eye. 

Emperador Golden Marble 

There are few stones that can match the elegance of Emperador Golden marble. This stunning natural stone
features gold, dark and light brown tones that are accompanied by incredible white and beige veins. If you
want the focus of your room to be your marble fireplace, this stone is surely a great choice. 

Rainforest Green Marble 

Looking to add a beautiful pop of color to your fireplace surround? If so, Rainforest Green marble can be
just what you are looking for. The earthy green background color of this marble is highlighted by amazing
brown veins that run throughout. This stone is a terrific choice for a marble fireplace. 

Cedar Marble 

If you are looking for a stone that can match the warm feeling your fireplace gives off, Cedar marble is an
ideal fit. This stone is a magnificent combination of brown and white that will look great as a
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fireplace surround. 

Afyon White Marble 

This smooth white and gray marble will create an aesthetically pleasing fireplace surround. 

Nero Marquina Marble 

If you are looking for a black marble fireplace, Nero Marquina marble is a terrific option. The white veins of
the stone perfectly complement the black background. 

Blue Damasco Marble 

This unique marble has a blueish-gray base that is accompanied by white and black veins. It is an excellent
choice for a marble fireplace. 

White Thassos Marble 

White Thassos marble is pure white in color. If you want a pristine white marble fireplace, it is a great
choice. 

Tropical Blue Marble 

The soft blue, gray and green tones of Tropical Blue marble are ideal for adding a unique touch of color to
your fireplace. 

Sparkling Blue Marble 

This beautiful blue-gray marble will look excellent as a fireplace surround. The soft gray veins help make
this stone pleasing to the eye. 

Brown Fantasy Marble 

Brown Fantasy marble is a stunning blend of brown, white and gray that can make your fireplace into the
focal point of the room. 

Bardiglio Marble 

If you want a darker marble for your fireplace but are not looking for black marble, this fantastic dark gray
marble may be just what you are looking for. The elegant white veins help to highlight the base color of the
stone. 

Jerusalem Gold Marble 

Jerusalem Gold marble is a beige stone that will give your fireplace surround a soft look. 

Noble White Marble 
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If you are looking for a high-quality marble with a clean look for your fireplace, Noble White marble is a
great choice. 

Rojo Alicante Marble 

This incredible pink marble contains white veining and red accents. It is a fantastic option for a bolder and
more colorful marble fireplace. 

White Carrara Venatino Marble 

White Carrara Venatino marble is a popular white marble that features dark gray veining. It is a nice choice
for any fireplace surround. 

Black Marquina Marble 

This elegant black marble is truly an eye-catcher. The white veins perfectly contrast the black background,
making it a terrific choice for a fireplace surround. 

Mont Blanc Marble 

Mont Blanc marble will give your fireplace a luxurious feel. The stone is a beautiful blend of white and gray. 

Mont Noir Marble 

This one-of-a-kind marble features gorgeous gray and black veins that highlight the stone’s white
background color. 

Rainforest Brown Marble 

If you are searching for a type of marble that looks like a piece of art, Rainforest Brown marble can be the
ideal choice for you. 

Cippolino Ondulato Marble 

Keeping with the artistic theme, incorporating Cippolino Ondulato marble as a fireplace surround is sure to
grab the attention of anyone who walks in the room. 

Platinus Marble 

Platinus marble is a gray marble with dark gray veins. If you are going for a darker marble look, this stone is
a great option. 

Calacatta Borghini Marble 

Calacatta Borghini marble is not only one of the most desirable stones for fireplaces, but for home surfaces
in general. 
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Statuario Marble 

Statuario marble is a soft white natural stone with consistent gray veins. It looks terrific when incorporated
into a fireplace design. 

How to Clean Marble Fireplaces 

To clean your marble fireplace surrounds and mantels, you should use products specifically designed for use
on marble, such as this one. Never use any harsh cleaners like bleach or Windex. When cleaning, use a soft
cloth. Never use steel wool or other rough cleaning tools. 

Cleaning Tips: Marble Fireplace Do’s and Don’ts

Do’s Don’ts

Use marble cleaner Do not use common multipurpose cleaners

Use a soft cloth Do not use steel wool or other rough cleaning tools

Frequently Asked Questions 

Where Can You Have a Marble Fireplace in the Home? 

You can install a marble fireplace anywhere inside your home. It is a great option for living rooms, family
rooms, sitting rooms, etc. You can even have a marble fireplace in the bedroom. 

While there are many places you can incorporate a marble fireplace indoors, you should not install an
outdoor marble fireplace. For patio and backyard fireplaces, consider using natural stones such as granite
and travertine. 

Can You Have a Marble Tile Fireplace? 

There are many options when it comes to marble fireplace design ideas. Beyond slabs, you can opt for
marble tiles, marble subway tiles or a hand-carved marble fireplace surround. You can even consider
alternative materials that look similar to marble, like quartzite. 

What is the Difference Between the Mantel and Fireplace Surround? 

The fireplace surround typically refers to the entire frame surrounding the firebox (where the fire is). The
mantel refers to the shelf that sits on the top part of the surround. 

Whether you want the look of a modern fireplace or one that gives off a 19th Century feel, there is a type of
marble suitable for your fireplace mantel and surround. Through reviewing the options above, you can have
a better idea of what type of marble you want to use for your fireplace. You certainly will not be limited
when it comes to options. 

Marble is one of the most sought-after natural stone materials on the market. Because of this, the material
can raise the value of your home. Installing a marble fireplace is just one way that you can incorporate this
luxurious natural stone into your home. With so many options to choose from, the hardest part of the process
may be narrowing down which is the best fit for your home’s fireplace.
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